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^-CATEGORIES AND ^-FUNCTORS IN
THE REPRESENTATION THEORY OF LIE ALGEBRAS

BEN COX

Abstract. The fields of algebra and representation theory contain abundant

examples of functors on categories of modules over a ring. These include of

course Horn, Ext, and Tor as well as the more specialized examples of comple-

tion and localization used in the setting of representation theory of a semisimple

Lie algebra. In this article we let a be a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra g and

T be a functor on some category of a-modules. We then consider the follow-

ing general question: For a g-module E what hypotheses on T and E are

sufficient to insure that F(E) admits a canonical structure as a g-module? The

article offers an answer through the introduction of the notion of S-categories

and ^-functors. The last section of the article treats various examples of this

theory.

1. Introduction

Suppose o is a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra a and y is a functor from

the category of a-modules to itself. Now suppose A is a g-module. Then

by restriction of the action from g to a we obtain an o-module which we

denote by the same symbol A. Within representation theory of Lie algebras
the following question has arisen naturally in a number of contexts (see [D, E,
Jol, Jo2, Jo3, Wa, Z]). What hypothesis on y and A are sufficient to imply

that y A admits a g-module structure? We offer an answer to this question in
the form of the Lifting Theorem (see 4.6).

Let us review the contents of the paper. In §2 we set down the necessary

notation and establish a few preliminary results. In §§3 and 5 we recall the
definitions of some well-known functors in representation theory. Among some
of the more interesting examples are Enright's completion functors and Zuck-
erman's derived functors of the t-finite functor. There is a second group of

functors (also discussed in §3) which includes some specialized versions of Tor.
An essential property of the functors in the first group is that they commute with

those in the second. This property, which is incapsulated in the notion of what
we call an ^-category and an ^-functor, is the basis for a proof of the Lifting
Theorem. The statement and proof of this theorem is then given in §4. Here

the reader will also find a related result on the derived functors of ^-functors
and the proof that under some rather mild conditions the left adjoint to a right
exact ft-functor is an ^-functor. We end the paper with some remarks on how

the Lifting Theorem applies to a variety of examples.
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

2.1. If G: € —> D is a functor then let im G be the class of objects G(C),
C € Ob£, together with the collection of morphisms G{h), h e Hom(t(A, B)

where A, B e Ob<t. If «8 is a subcategory of D let G_1(53) denote the
subcategory of € where A e Ob G"1 (53) if G{A) e Ob55 and

HomG-l{<S)(A, B) := G~l(Horn*(GA, GB)) ç Hom^, B)

for A, B € Ob(7_1(53). One can see that G_1(53) is a subcategory as follows:

Composition in <7_1(53) is just given by composition in <£, however one needs

to see that the image lies in the appropriate space, i.e.,

HomG-li<B)(A, B) x HomG-1(!8)(5, C) — HomG-H<B)(A, C)

where (q>, y/) >-* y/ o tp. This is true as / e Yíom.G-\^(A, B) and g e

Homc-, {<8](B, C) implies that G{g o f) = G(g) o G(f) 6 Horns (GA, GC).

It is clear that composition is associative and that for each A e Ob(?-1(53)

one has \A e HomG-i^(A, A). Hence G_1(Q3) is a subcategory of <£. If

we write imC7 ç 53 we mean both G{C) 6 Ob 53 for all C e Ob£ and
G(Homc(^, B)) ç Homs(GA, GB) for all A, B e ObC.

2.2. Recall that an additive category 21 is a category satisfying the following

three axioms: (i) 21 has a zero object, (ii) any two objects in 21 have a product,
and (iii) for all objects A, B e Ob 21 the set of morphisms Hom<a(v4, B) forms

an abelian group such that the composition Homa(^, B) x Hom<&(B, C) —►
Hom<a(v4, C) is bilinear. One also has the following proposition.

2.3. Proposition [HS, p. 77]. Let 21 ani/53 ¿>e two additive categories and

F: 21 -► 53 a functor. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)  .F preserves sums (of two objects).
(ii)   F preserves products (of two objects).

(iii) For eac/z ^, /Í' € Ob 21 one /zas zTzaí

F: Hom<z(A,A') -f Hom^F^l, F^')

w a grow/? homomorphism.

A functor satisfying the above equivalent conditions is called an additive

functor.

2.4. For a vector space V over a field k , let F"(F) denote the «-fold tensor

product of V with itself and let 7* = k. Then T(V) := ©~0 Tn(V) is the
tensor algebra of V. Elements in T"(V) are called homogeneous of degree n.

If 0 is a Lie algebra let U(q) denote the universal enveloping algebra of q .
Furthermore set Tn(V) := 0O<W<„ Tm(V) and let U„(g) denote the image of

T„(q) under the canonical projecfion T(q) —> U(g).
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Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra with triangular decomposition a = n_©h©n+

(see [Ka, Chapter 1] for definitions and notation) and let X e h*. Let Q = Cv
denote the one-dimensional h © n+-module defined by

h,v=X(h)v   and   n+.v = 0.

Then the Verma module M(X) of highest weight k-p is the g-module U(a)®u(b)

Cx-p where p(a) = 1 for all positive simple roots a.

2.5. Let a be an arbitrary Lie algebra over a field k. For V a finite-

dimensional trivial a-module and P and E arbitrary a-modules, let

Í = tv.r.s'- V* ® Homfl(F, E) -» Homa(F ® F, E)

be given by the canonical homomorphism £,(v* ® <p)(v ®p) - v*(v)tp(p) for all

v* eV*, v € F, p g F, and pe Hom0(F, F).

Lemma. £ z's a« a-module isomorphism and is natural in all variables

Proof. First we show that £ is an a-module homomorphism. Let x e a. Then

Ç(x.(u* ® <p))(v ®p) = (xM*)(v)<p(p) + v*(v)(x.(p)(p) = 0

as <f e Homa(F, F) and V* has trivial a-module structure. On the other
hand,

(x4(v* ® (p))(v ®p) = x.(£,(v* ® tp)(v ®p))-£(v* ® tp)(x.(v ®p))

= v*(v)(x.(p)(p) = 0

as ç> e Homa(F, E).
We now show that £ is natural in the first variable V, and leave the verifi-

cation for the other variables to the interested reader. Let V and W be two
finite-dimensional trivial a-modules and / e Homa(F, W). For«;* e W*,

ç 6 Hom„(F, E) one has

(í o /* ® \)(W* ® tp)(v ®p) = (f* o W*)(v)<p(p) = W*(f(v))tp(p)

= Ç(w* ® <p)(f(v) ® p) = ((/<8> 1)* °Ç)(w* ®f)(v®p).

This proves the claim that £ is natural in V.

We still have to prove that £ is an isomorphism. To that end let {v¡} be

a basis of V and {v*} be its dual basis. If <!;(]£,■ û/^* ® Ç»z) = 0 with a, e A:
then £(£,■ ö/ü* ® P;)(w/ ®/?) = aj<Pj(p) - 0 for all p e P and all y. Thus <* is
injective.

Suppose now ç? e Hom„(F ® P, E) then if {p¿} is a basis of F we can

set c¡(Pk) '■= <P(Vi ®Pk) ■ It is easy to see that p; € Hom0(F, E) using the

hypothesis that V is a trivial a-module. Now £(£,v*®!pi)(Vj®pk) =lpj(pk) =

(p(Vj ®Pk) so that £ is surjective as well.

2.6. Let A, B and F be a-modules where a = a(/i) is a Kac-Moody algebra

with triangular decomposition a(A) = h, © n+ © n_ . For any a-module M we

let Af [h] denote the sum of the rj weight spaces of M. Let o : a -* a be the
involutive antiautomorphism defined by o(x) = —x and let crc: a —> a be the

compact Chevalley involutive antiautomorphism defined ffc(xa) = x_a for a a

root. Let now A/* (resp. M*) be the a-module Hom(Af,C) with underlying
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action (x.<p)(m) - <p(o(m)) (resp. (x.(p)(m) = <p(ac(m))). Set M' = Af*[h]

and M¡ = M;[h]. Let

n = flA,M,B' Homa(^, M ® B) ^ Homa(A ® Mi, B)

be given by t](tp)(a®m*) — Yí¡ni*(mi)bi where (p(a) = YJimi®bi and m,-e

M, b¡ £ B. For / € Hom0(M, TV) let /"»: TV» -> A/1 denote the obvious
induced map.

Lemma. Let H be a trivial finite-dimensional a-module with A, B, M arbi-
trary a-modules. Then the following diagram is commutative and w is a natural

transformation:

H*®Homa(A,M®B)  ——► Homa(H ® A, M ® B)

"I 1"
H* ® Homa(A ®M*,B) —$—> Hom0(/7®A®M\B)

Proof. We first check commutativity of the diagram.  Let % e H*, h e H,

aeA, m* €M* and q> e Homa(^, M® B). Then

(£ o 1 ® n)(x ® (p)(h ®a® m*) - Ç(x ® f](<p))(h ®a® m*)

= X{h)n(cp)(a ® m*) = x(h){m* ® \)(<p(a))

= (m* ® \)(x(h)cp(a)) = (m* ® l)(f(* ® q>)(h ® a))

= "(fût ® ?»))(« ®a® m*) = (m o£)(x ® (p)(h ®a® m*).

This proves the commutativity.

We now check that n is natural in the variable A and leave the verification of
the other variables to the reader. Let / e Homa(,4, C), <p e Hom0(C, M®B).

Then <p(f(a)) = ]T\ m¡ ® b¡ with m, e M and ¿>¡ e 5. Then for m* e A/1
and a e y4

f]A,M,B(f*((p))(a ®m*)=J2 m*(mi)bi = nc>MtB((p)(f(a) ® m*)
i

= ((f® l)*onc,M,B)(<P)(a®m*).

Hence t]a,m,b ° f* = (f ® 1)* °f¡c,M,B and r\ is natural in the first variable.

Define further ß : A* ® F» -► (A ® B)* by the formula ß(a* ® b*)(a ®b) =
a*(a)b*(b). If A and B are finite dimensional, it is easy to check that ß is

an isomorphism.

2.7. We keep the same notation as in the previous sections.

Lemma. For Q, A, F, and E a-modules the following diagram is commuta-

tive:
Hom0(g, F ® E ® A) —3—» Homa(Q ®(F® £)», A)

1 Homa(yS)

Homa(Q®F»,F®/i) —^  Homa(Q® F» ® F», A)

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.

2.8. The next result will be used in §4. First a definition. Let F be a ring

with identity and let Mr denote the category of all F-modules. An additive
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full subcategory € of Mr is said to be a good category if its class of objects is
closed under passage to submodules and quotients.

Proposition [Kn, Proposition 5.14]. Let € and 53 be two good categories and

G: £ -* 53 and G': <t -* 53 two functors such that there are isomorphisms

Hom*(C7(,4), B) £ HomR(G'(A), B)

natural for all A G Ob£ and B e Ob 53. Then G is naturally equivalent to G'.

Remarks. A similar result holds if one reverses the roles of the two variables in

Horn. Let TB>A : HoraR(G(A), B) S HomR(G'(A), B) denote the above given
isomorphism. Then the natural equivalence from G to G' is implemented by

the map Tq}{a)a(\g,(a)): G(A) -► G'(A) where A e Obi. For more details

see [Kn, Chapter 5].

3.   ^-CATEGORIES AND ^-FUNCTORS

3.0. Let g be a Lie algebra defined over a field K of characteristic zero. If
£ and 21 are two additive categories of modules for q such that # is closed

under tensoring and 21 is stable under tensoring by objects in £ > then we say 21
is an ^-category (see 3.2). In particular if 21 and 5 are also abelian categories
then the Grothendieck group (see, for example, [HS, p. 75] for the definition of

the Grothendieck group of an abelian category) of £, G($), has the structure

of an associative algebra over K and the Grothendieck group of 21 becomes

a C7(gr)-module. Hence an ^-category can be viewed as a generalization of the
notion of a module over a ring.

Suppose now that x : 21 -» 53 is an additive functor between two ^-categories
of 0-modules. If the operation of tensoring by objects in J "intertwines" with
t (i.e., Tf o x is naturally equivalent to xoTF for every object F in $ where

7> = F®—), then we say x is an intertwining functor (see 3.3). Note in

particular that if 21 and 53 are also abelian categories then x induces a C7(#)-
module homomorphism from C7(2l) to C7(53). In this way we view an 3-

intertwining functor as a generalization of a module homomorphism.
In §5 we will give several examples of 3-ñinctors and ^-categories, but for

now we just make the above ideas more precise.

3.1. For any Lie algebra 0 (possibly infinite dimensional) defined over a field k

of characteristic zero, let MB denote the category of all 0-modules. Throughout

we will assume that £ denotes an additive subcategory of MB satisfying the
following two conditions:

(1) J is closed under tensoring; i.e., if Ej, F¡ G #, fe Hom5(F/, F,)
for j = 1, 2 then E{ ® E2 , Fx ® F2 G Ob#, and

f®f2e Hom5(Fi ®E2,FX® F2).

(2) 0 G Ob S as a 0-module under the adjoint action.

3.2. For F G Ob 5 let TF denote the tensor product functor on Ms given by

A »-» F ® A and h *-> 1F ® h for 0-modules A and B and h G HomB(^, B).
If n c 0 is a Lie subalgebra and € is a subcategory of Mn we shall use the

symbol 7> to denote the tensor product functor on € when no confusion is

likely to arise. The category € is called an ^-category if it is additive and TF
carries C into itself for all F e Ob J.
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3.3. Example. Let 0 = a(A) be a Kac-Moody algebra associated to a gener-

alized Cartan matrix A (see [Ka, Chapter 1]). Let 0 = h ©a€e 0« be a root

space decomposition of 0 with b, a Cartan subalgebra, 6 ç fj* a set of roots,

6+ a set of positive roots, and n the set of simple roots. Fix a G 6+ and

let a = Cxa © Cha © Cya , xa G 0a , ha = [xa, ya], ya G 0_a , be a copy of

sl(2, C) inside of 0. The full subcategory <9£ of Ma is defined to have as

objects, a-modules M such that

(i)   ha acts semisimply on M,

(ii) the CLVaJ-action on M is torsion free, and

(iii)  M is C[xa]-finite.

This category was first introduced in [E, §3].
For convenience we collect here the definitions of several related categories

which will appear later. Set n+ = 2^oee+ aa and put b = h, © n+ . For finite-

dimensional 0, b is a Borel subalgebra. Let <? denote the category of U(g)-

modules for which h acts semisimply and b acts locally finitely. Let # be

the category of integrable 0-modules; i.e., N G Ob 5 if and only if N is h-
diagonalizable and ya and xa act locally nilpotently for all a G 8. Then £ is

closed under tensoring and 0 G Ob 3 by [Ka, Lemma 3.5], so # satisfies 3.1.
Moreover it is not too hard to check that «^ is stable under tensoring by objects
and morphisms in £. Hence ETa is an ^-category (see [D, Remark 2]).

3.4. Now let a and b be two Lie subalgebras of 0 and let 21 (resp. 53)
be an additive subcategory of Ma (resp. Mb). Suppose further that both 2t

and 53 are ^-categories and x is a functor from 21 to 53. We call x an
intertwining functor (or ^-intertwiningfunctorwhen more precision is necessary)

if t is additive and there exists a natural equivalence for each F G Ob $,
iF : TF o x —* x o TF .

3.5. Suppose x is an intertwining functor and let J = {z>|F G Ob 3} denote

the family of natural equivalences above. Recall that a natural equivalence

íe- Te o x —► t o Tp is a rule that assigns to each object A of 21 an isomorphism

Íe(A) : TE ° x(A) -»to TE(A) such that for every homomorphism /: A -» B in

21 one has íe(B) ° ((Te ° t:)(f)) = (x o Tp)(f) ° íe(A) . For convenience we set

Íe,a = Íe(A) for all A e Ob21, E G Obg\
Suppose now that for every E, F G Ob 5 and h G Homs(F, F) one has

h ® \A G Homgi(F ® A, F ® A) for A g Ob21. Assume 53 has this same
property. Then we say that J2" is natural in the ^-variable (or natural in $)

if the following diagram is commutative for all E, F G Ob £, A G Ob 2t, and

/GHoms(F,F):

E®xA -^U x(E®Ä)

(1) /®lr T(/®U)

F®xA -^U x(F®A)

We call S distributive if the following diagram is commutative for E, F e
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ObS and A G Ob21:

(2)

(E®F)®xA iEeF-A >      x((E®F)®A)

(E ® xA) ®(F® xA)   lE-A®'F-\ X(E ®A)® x(F ® A)

The left map in (2) expresses the bilinearity of ® and the right map expresses
this bilinearity combined with additivity of x.

We say that J2" is associative if the following diagram is commutative for all

E,F eOb$ and^GOb2l:

E ® F ®xA

(3)
Ie®f,a

" x(E®F®A)

3.6. To help set these ideas we include a proof of the following somewhat
straightforward result.

Lemma. Suppose % and 53 are ^-categories and x : 21 -> 53 is an intertwining

functor. If the family J? = {z>,^|F G Ob 3, A g Ob 21} is natural in the
^-variable then J2" is distributive.

Proof. The sum X = U © V in 2Í can be expressed as a split exact sequence

0->U—>X->V^>0. Thus the left map in 3.5.2 can be expressed as a split
short exact sequence. Similarly since x is additive, the right map in 3.5.2 can
also be so expressed. We then obtain the following diagram:

0 -> x(E®A) -^Ä x((E®F)®A) -^H x(F®A) -► 0

(1) | (i) | (ii)

0 -►   F ® xA    -^H    (E®F)® xA    -^H    F ® xA -^ 0

Here the vertical maps come from J2" while a (resp. 6) is the obvious inclusion

(resp. surjection). By naturality of J7" in # both subdiagrams (i) and (ii) above

are commutative. In turn this shows that 3.5.2 is commutative and thus the
lemma is proved.

3.7. Suppose x is an intertwining functor with the family of natural equiva-

lences JF = {ip\F g Ob5} • We call the pair (t, J2") an ^-functor whenever
J2" is both distributive and associative. When J2" is understood to be fixed we
call x an ^-functor.

We now give two examples of ^-functors to illustrate that they occur naturally
in representation theory of Lie algebras. In §5 we will discuss a couple of other
examples.

3.8 (Continuation of Example 3.3). Take 21 = 53 = Ta and consider the

completion functor, Ca : ¿7¡¡ -»• ̂ , defined by Enright as follows. Let M satisfy
(i) above, i.e., M is a weight module. Then for ceC let

Mc = {m G M\ham = cm},    MXa = {m c M\xam = 0},    M?° = MXa n Mc.
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A weight module M for a is complete if for each n G N, y"+l induces a

bijection Mn" -» Aff°n_2. A completion of a weight module M is a weight

module M together with an a-module injection i: M «-> M' such that (i)

M'/M is [/(a)-finite and (ii) AF is complete (see [E, §3] for details). For

M G ¿Ta completions exist and are denoted by Ca(M). Moreover given an a-

module homomorphism /: M -»• N in ^ one has an induced homomorphism

Ca(f): Ca(M) -» Ca(iV) (see [E, §3]). In [D] the Enright completion functor

Ca above is described as a subfunctor of a localization functor Da . Now 5^

can be shown to be stable under TF, F G Ob J, and Da and Ca can be

seen to be ^-intertwining (see [D, Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and Remark 2;

RW, Proposition 12; Ki, Proposition 2.6]). Moreover it follows from, say, [Ki,

Proposition 2.6] that the natural equivalence z> : Tp-Ca -> CaoTp is natural in

£. With a straightforward calculation one can also show that the family {/>} is
associative. By Lemma 3.6 {z>} is distributive and hence Ca is an ^-functor.

3.9. Let q ç 0 be two Lie algebras over C and let W = %>(q) be a subcategory

of Mg satisfying 3.1. Let 53 = 53(q) be a subcategory of Mq stable under

TE, E g Obi*. If F G Ob53, define Fq9(F) = U(q) ®U{q) V (resp. /qB(C7) =
Hom(/(q)(i7(0), V)) asa 0-modulevia U\(u2®x) = (u\u2)®x (resp. u\<p(u2) =

(p(u2ui)) for ui,u2e U(q) , x G V. Then Fq0: 53 -> Af0 (resp. 7q0: 53 -» AfB)

is just induction (resp. coinduction). For each F G Obî7 and F G Ob 53 we

have a Mackey isomorphism

(1) <t>EiV:P»{E®V)^E®P»(V)

uniquely determined by Í>£;k(1 ®f®v) = f®l®v forfeE, v e V.
Moreover the isomorphism above is natural in F and V (see [Kn, Proposition

6.5]). Hence the Mackey isomorphisms (1) provide us with a family J2" =
{0>£: FqB o TE -► F£ o Fqfl , F g Ob^} such that Fqfl is i'-intertwining with

respect to y and J^ is natural in the I?-variable. Then J? is distributive by
3.6 and is also easily seen to be associative by the formula defining <S>e, v , (!)•
Hence Fqfl is an i'-functor.

In addition, if we assume that all objects of % are finite dimensional then
there exist unique isomorphisms of C/(0)-modules

•fctK: JE®J»(K)-»/•(£ ®F)

such that

<¡>*EjV(e® <p)(\) = e® (p(\)

where e G E, y> e I$(V). Moreover this isomorphism is natural in E and

V (see [Kn, Corollary 6.7]). Hence J"* = {®*E: TE ° /q8 -> 7q0 o TE} provides

us with a family of natural transformations such that 7q is an ^-intertwining

functor with respect to J2"* and J2"* is distributive. For E, F eObê?, e e E,

feF, (ptIl(V) we have

®E®F,v(e®f®<P)(l) = e®f®<P(l) = e®®F,v(f®<P)(l)

= <S>E,F®v(e®®F,v(f®v))(l)

= (®E,F®VolE®®F,v)(e®f®V)(l).
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By uniqueness ^>EtsF v =Í,|w°'£^f,i' so that J2"* is associative.

Hence /q is an F-functor.

4. The Lifting Theorem

4.1. Now we introduce notation necessary for the statement of the Lifting

Theorem. As in the previous section let a and b be Lie subalgebras of 0 and

let 21 (resp. 53) be an additive subcategory of Ma (resp. Mb). Recall from §2

the concepts of the image and preimage of a functor. Suppose <S is an additive

subcategory of MB with resa 0 ç 21 and set 9) equal to the preimage of 53 in

Mg : i.e., fi = res^1 53 (see 2.1). Let x: 21 -+ 53 be a functor. A lifting of x is
a functor x: <S -» Sj rendering the following diagram commutative:

© —^-+ Si

\ ' ) res„ resb

21 —L-y 53
Although our notation here might suggest uniqueness, neither the existence nor

the uniqueness of a lifting is apparent. Both of these points are the focus of
our attention in this section.

4.2. If 0 is a Lie algebra and E a 0-module, then let aB : T(q) ® E -* E
denote the action of the tensor algebra F(0) on E induced by x ® e y~* x • e

for x G 0, e G E. When no confusion is likely to arise, we omit the subscript
and write a in place of aB .

4.3. Throughout the paper any additive category € of MB will satisfy the
following condition: if A G Obi then a® A and T"(q) ® A are objects of €
for n G N and the 0-module map aB is a morphism in €, i.e.,

aBeHom<t(Tn(g)®A,A)

for all n G N.

4.4. Let £ = 3(0) be defined as in §3, satisfying 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Let 21, 53, 0 ,
and $j be categories as above and assume both 21 and 53 and ^-categories

and x : 21 -> 53 is an ^-functor. Here we have fixed a family of equivalences

J2" = {z>|F g Ob 5} (cf. 3.4). We say that x is compatible with the b-module
action if the following diagram is commutative for all F G Ob <9 :

b®xE —^       xE

(1) | |t(fl.)

0®tF    'b,e > t(0®F).

4.5. Suppose T is a lifting of x. We say that x has a a-action induced from

x (or (t , J2") to be more precise) if the following diagram is commutative for
all FGOb0:

0 ® xE   —-—► tF

(1)

t(0 ® E)
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Above we suppress the appearance of the restriction functor resD so that resb E
appears as just F.

4.6.   Theorem (Lifting Theorem). Suppose x: 21 —► 53 is an ^-functor such that

(i)   x is compatible with the b-module action (cf. 4.4) and

(ii)  J(q) = Span{x ®y-y®x-[x,y]\x,y£a} has an ad astable com-

plement K in T2(a) and both K, J(a) G Ob5-

Then there exists a unique lifting x : (5 -> S) which has a a-module action induced

from x.

Proof. For convenience in the proof we write T = T(q) and T" = Tn(g).

Let E G Ob (9. We begin by defining a linear map ä • T ® tF —► xE via the
commutative diagram

T®xE xE

(1) lT,E

x(T®E)

Since iT,E and aB are sums of restrictions to the graded subspaces T" , (1)

is defined also at the graded level. By definition ä induces a linear map (also
denoted by a) from T into End(rF).

We claim ä is an algebra homomorphism of T into End(rF). For n, m G
N consider the diagram:

(2)

Tn+m ®xE
T*™8£

_►     x{Tn+m g, E)
X{a)

-* x(£)

1®/ Tm,E

Tn ® ter7" ® E)

1 ® t(a)

(b)

T(l ® a)
t(fl)

T(r" ® £)

r"®t£

We let (a), (b), and (c) indicate the subdiagrams. Of course (2) will be commu-

tative as soon as we show (a), (b), and (c) are themselves commutative.

Our assumption 4.3 assures us that all the maps in (2) are well-defined. Since

J2" is associative, diagram (a) is commutative. Since F is a 0-module and x is

a functor, diagram (b) is commutative. Now set F = T"(q) and write diagram
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(c) in the form

(3)

TFox(Tm®E)   h'Tm®E> xoTF(Tm®E)

l®r(a) z(\®a)

¡f,e
Tp°xE —:—►        xoTF(E)

Since iF is a natural equivalence of functors TF o x —> x o TF , diagram (3) is

commutative. This completes the proof that (2) is commutative.

Since each z> is a natural equivalence, the action ä has its own naturality

which will be of use later. We record this here as: for D, E g Ob0 and

a G Home(D, E) the following diagram is commutative:

T ®xE —-—► xE

T®xD —5—» xD

Next we show that a factors through T(q) to U(q) inducing a 0-module

action on xE. The kernel of ä is a two-sided ideal and thus to prove a induces
a 0-action on xE it is sufficient to show that 7(0) is contained in the kernel
of ä. Consider the following diagram with / = /(0) and F = T2(a) :

F®xE -Í£¿-» x(F®E) -^U xE

(5) I
J®xE -¡¿¿-4 x(J®E) -^¡U xE

Here we let b denote the restriction of a to J ® E. Since J2" is distribu-
tive we use hypothesis 4.6(ii) to conclude that all the subdiagrams of (5) are
commutative. But b is the zero map and since x is additive, x(b) = 0. It

follows from (5) that a is zero on J ®xE. Therefore a induces an algebra
homomorphism of U(a) into End(rF). This gives us a 0-module action on
tF . Let xE denote this 0-module.

We now claim that E h-> tF is a functor from 0 to $j. Let D, E be objects

of 0 and y G Horn® (D, E). Suppressing the notation for the restriction, y
is also a map from res D to res F and thus xy G Hom<B(xD, xE). We claim

xy G Hom^(fZ), xE). From the definition of Sj it is sufficient to verify that xy
is a 0-module map. We prove this by considering the following diagram:

(6)

F®tF -^-» t(F®F) -^-> tF

l®xy\ t(1<87) Uy

F®xD -^-» x(F®D) -^ xD

where F = T" for n G N and a is the obvious 0-module action. This diagram
is by hypothesis commutative. This fact together with the assumption that J2"

is distributive implies that xy respects the action of F(0) and hence the action
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of U(q) on F and D. Thus xy G Hom^ÇxD, IE), and so setting xy = xy we

conclude that x: 0 -» 9) is a functor.

From the construction it is clear that x is both a lifting and has a 0-module
action induced from x. From (1) and 4.5.1 we conclude that f is unique. This

completes the proof of the Lifting Theorem.

4.7.   We would like to show now that the hypothesis 4.6(ii) is not too stringent.

Lemma. Suppose q is a Lie algebra and as above let

J = J(g) = span{x ®y-y®x-[x, y]\x ,yea}.

Let S2 - S2(a) denote the symmetric tensors in T2(q) . Then J and S2 a-

modulesand T2(q) =S2® J.

Proof. The Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that the projection of T(a)

onto U(q) restricts to a linear isomorphism on S(q) , the symmetric tensors of
F(0). Clearly / is the kernel of this map on T2(q) . This completes the proof

of the lemma.

4.8 (Continuation of Example 3.3). It is straightforward to see that / and ¿2

defined in §4.7 are objects in g\ Hence 4.6(h) is satisfied. Now we have the

following setup.

¿TB(a) -£2- <?£(„)

(1)
[■

Fa  —^-+ X

where a - CXa + CHa + CX-a , a G B, is a copy of sl(2, C) in a(A), and
^(a) is the full subcategory of g-modules M such that resa M g Ob^, i.e.,

PB(a) = res-1^) (see [E, 3.5 and 3.6]).
Now it is not too hard to check that ^ and ^B(a) are £ - #(0)-categories

and that assumption 4.3 is satisfied for 0 and £ = ^ or S^(a). From [Ki,

Proposition 2.16(iii)] we have a natural equivalence iF: TF°Ca -+ CaoTF for F

an integrable 0-module. Thus we have a commutative diagram for M e ^g(a) :

a®Ca(M) -±^ Ca(a®M) -^H Ca(M)

m[i®\ I CO'®.)

0 ® Ca(M) -^ Ca(a ® M)

where i: a^> q is just the canonical inclusion. The composite of the top maps

is just the a-module action on Ca(Af) (see [E, Proposition 3.3]). Hence Ca

is compatible with the a-module action and we can apply the Lifting Theorem

to give us a functor Ca: ¿7g(a) -» ^(a) rendering diagram 4.7.1 commutative.
This gives an alternate proof of [RW, Proposition 11].

Note that the lattice functors defined in [E, §4], being compositions of various

Ca 's, also enjoy the property of being ^-functors for A of finite type, i.e.,
for 0 finite dimensional. The details are left to the interested reader (see [E,

Proposition 4.14]).
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4.9. Next we extend the Lifting Theorem to the setting of derived functors
of an ^-functor. For §§4.9 to 4.11 we assume that 21 is an Sr(a)-category,

where $(a) satisfies 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 and 21 satisfies the following additional
hypotheses:

(i)   21 has enough projectives,
(ii) the functors TF , F G Ob#(a) > carry projectives to projectives,

(iii) for a G Homa(/í, B), kera and im a are objects in 21, and both the

inclusion kera <^-> A and the surjection A -► im a morphisms of 21.

Remarks, (i) and (iii) are sufficient to imply that projective resolutions exist for

any module A e Ob 21 and that given two projective resolutions P» -» A -► 0,

Q» —► B —► 0 in 21 with / G Homa(^4, B) then there exists a (unique up to

chain homotopy) chain map /: P« -+ Q* inducing / (see [HS, Chapter IV,

Theorem 4.1]). However 2t above need not be an abelian category as the next
example shows.

4.10 Example. Let a = 5/(2, C) and let Mn , n G Z, denote the Verma mod-
ule M(X„) for a, where X„ e h* is defined by Xn(H) = n . Then for n G N*,

M-n «-♦ Mn is injective in STa but F„ = Mn/M-n is not an object in ^.

Hence 21 is not an abelian category.

4.11 Proposition. Suppose 21 is an $(a)-category satisfying 4.9 and let x: 21-►

Ma be a covariant $(a)-functor. Then all derived functors xk, k G N, are

$(a)-functors as well.

Proof. Let A G Ob2t and let P* -> A be a projective resolution of /I. By
4.9(h), F ® P* ^> F ® A is a projective resolution and tfc(F ® v4) is the kxh.

homology group of the complex x(F ® P») for F g Ob 5(a). Consider the
diagram

••• -► x(F®Pj) -► x(F®Pj^) -► •■•

(1) 'f.Pj^ ÍF,r¡_x

■■■ -►   F®xPj   -►   F®xPj-i   -► •••

All the subdiagrams of (1) are commutative and thus the isomorphisms z>

induce isomorphisms iF A on the homology groups

(2) iFtA:F®xjA^xJ(F®A).

Let now D, -> A -» 0 and ß» —> B —» 0 be two projective resolutions in 21

and let / G Hom<a(^4, B). Then by Remark 4.9 there exists a chain map /
such that the following diagram is commutative:

P. -► A -> 0

A      J>
Q* -► 5 -► 0.

For the existence of this chain map one needs to assume 4.9(iii). (Thus it does
not suffice to assume that 2t has projective resolutions of objects; one must
also assume 4.9(iii).) Using the fact that the z> are natural equivalences it is
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a rather straightforward verification (which we leave to the reader) to show the
diagram

F®xkA —£^-» xk(F®A)

1®T*(/)

F®xkB

T*(l®/)

xk(F®B)

is commutative. Hence the iF are natural equivalences. Clearly xk is additive

and thus each xk is an intertwining functor with respect to the family J"k =

{ik\F eObS}.
It remains to verify that each J7k is both distributive and associative. Let

F ,H g Ob 5(a) and A G Ob 21. Then the complexes x(F ® H ® P.), F ®
r(i/ ® F*), and F ® H ® tF* can be related as in (1) to give a triangular

diagram of complexes:

F®H®xPn

F®x(H® P0) F®x(H®A) -> 0

->    F®//®-rA -> 0

x(F®H® P0) X(F®H®A) -> 0

All the triangular diagrams are commutative by the assumption that x is
associative. Thus the induced triangular diagrams at the level of homology are
commutative as well. This proves that yk is associative. The proof that J2"*

is distributive is similar and we omit it. This completes the proof.

Remark. One can also show that if J" is natural in 5(a) then the J2"fc are also

natural in 5(o).

4.12 Theorem (Lifting Theorem for derived functors). Suppose a equals b

and let 5(a) be a category of a-modules satisfying 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Using the

notation of the Lifting Theorem 4.6, assume 21 satisfies 4.9 and resa: 5(0) ->

5(o). Suppose x: 21 -> Ma is an 5(d)-functor such that

(i)   x is compatible with the a-module action (cf. 4.4), i.e.,

(1)

and

(2)

a® xA

'a. A

T(a®^)

a® xE —-

;'®1

xA

xE

T(a„)

0®TF  -^  T(0®F)

are commutative diagrams for A G Ob 21, E e Ob0 (notation as in 4.6).
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(ii) J(g) = Span{x ® y - y ® x - [x, y]\x, y e q} has an ad astable com-
plement K in T2(q) and both K, J(a) G Ob5.

(iii)  J2" is natural in 5(a) ■

Then for each k G N, the derived functor xk admits a unique lifting xk: 0 —►

ft which has a a-module action induced from xk (cf. 4.5).

Proof. We begin by checking that xk is compatible with the a-module action.

Let F* -» A be a projective resolution in 21 with A G Ob 0. Diagram 4.4.1
is commutative by assumption. Starting with this diagram we consider the
diagram

a®x/\,

;® 1

Q®xPt

(b)

x(a ® />„)

x(i® 1)

x(Q®Pt).

By naturality of J2" in 5(a) we conclude that (a) is commutative. By ap-
plying hypothesis (i)(l) with A replaced by each F, we conclude that (b) is

commutative. Diagram (c) is somewhat more delicate since the modules F, are

not 0-modules. First aB gives an a-module map 0 ® A -> A and so lifts to

a chain map which we denote by ae : g ® F* -» F*. Now aB and aB o i ® 1
are two chain maps which agree on a ® A -* A. This show that (c) induces a

commutative diagram at the level of homology. Hence the outside diagram in
(3) induces a commutative diagram

xkA

(4)

xkA

T*(a8

C(&®A)

xk is compatible with the a-module struc-

0 ® xkA

This completes the proof that each
ture.

Now using 4.11 and (4) we may apply 4.6 to the functors xk . This completes

the proof of 4.12.

4.13.    In this last subsection we further assume in addition to 4.9 that every
object in 5(0) is of finite dimension and F* G 5(0) for F G 5(0) •

Proposition. Let 2t and*B be two good full 5 = $(a)subcategories of Ma and

Mb respectively where a, b c 0 are two subalgebras.  Suppose n = nAMB:

Homc(^, M ® B) -> Horned ® M*, B) is an isomorphism for M G 5(0)
and C = 21 and £ = 53 (cf. 2.6 and 2.8). Let H: 21 -► 53 be a covariant 5-
functor natural in 5 (cf 3.4). If H has an additive left adjoint G, then G is

also an "^-functor natural in 5 •
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Proof. First we construct natural equivalences jf<a' F®GA —► G(F®A) (here

F G Ob 5, A G Ob 53) using Lemma 2.7 as follows. Let B G Ob 21 and consider
the sequence of isomorphisms

Homa(F ® G A, B) a Homa(C7^, F* ® B) S Hom^, #(F* ® B))

Si Hornist, F* ® //F) S Horn® (F ® A, HB)

S Homa(C7(F®^),F).

The third isomorphism is induced by the natural equivalence

iF. „s: tf(F* ® F) -» F* ® H(B).

The first and fourth isomorphisms are induced by r\ (see 2.6). The other two
isomorphisms are just a consequence of the definition of an adjoint functor. By

Proposition 2.8 we have an induced natural equivalence

jFtA:F®G(A)^G(F®A).

Next we check that / = {jF,A\F G Ob5(0), A G Ob21} is natural in 5(0).
With this goal in mind let E, F e Ob 21 and / G Homa(F, F) and consider
the diagram

Hom„(£ ® GA, B) ->       Homs,(GA, E* ® ß) -►        Hom^A, H(E* ® B))

Homa(G(£®A),ß)

Homa(F ® GA, ß)

HomlS(£®A,/7ß)

-> Hom?,(GA, F* ® ß)

->     Homçg(A, E* ® HB)

HomsgCA, /7(F* ® B))

Homn(G(F ® A), ß) Homi8(F®A,/Yß) HomsgíA, F* ® /Yß)

The left diagonal arrows are induced from / and the right diagonal arrows

are induced from / = {z>;^|F g Ob 5, A G Ob 21} . By the naturality of r\ (cf.
Lemma 2.6) the left back square and the right front square are commutative.
The left front square and the right back square are commutative as G is the left
adjoint to H. The right side square is commutative as / is natural in 5 • The
top and bottom faces are commutative by the definition of J. Hence the left

side square is commutative. From this fact it easily follows that J is natural in

5- Observe that this in particular implies by Lemma 3.6 that / is distributive.
Now we need only prove that J is associative. As before let F, F G Ob 5,

A G Ob 53, and B G Ob 2t. Then consider the following diagram:
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(1) Hom9I(£ ®F®GA, B) -► Hom9(GA, (E ® £)* ® B)

Hom?((G(£®f®A),ß) Hom^f ® F ® A, HB)

Hom9((£®G(£®A),ß) ——> Hom?,(G(£ ® A), £*®ß)  -►

Homts(A, //((£ ® £)* ® ß)) HomsgíA, H(E* ® F* ® B))

Hom^A, (E®F)*®HB) -> Hom^A, E*®F*® HB)

Hom,s(£ ® A, //(£* ® ß)) Homg,(A, F* ® H(E* ® ß))

The reader should view this as one large diagram with the bottom diagram

placed to the right of the top diagram. The leftmost arrows on the top dia-
gram are just induced by J while those on the right in the bottom diagram

are induced by /. The top face of the whole diagram is commutative by the

definition of / and as / is natural in 5 ■ The front face of the whole diagram

can be written out as

HomS|(G(£®£®A),ß)

Homä(£ ® G(F ® A), ß)

Hom(j,(£ ® F ® A, HB)

(a)

-> Hom?((G(£ ® A), £* ® ß)

Homs(A, (£ ® £)*® HB)

(b)

Homg,(£®A,£*®//B)

-> Hom<g(A, E*®F*® HB))

(c)

Hom9(£ ® A, H(E* ® B)) ■+ Homa}(A,£*®/V(£*®ß)).
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The definition of J implies that diagram (a) is commutative. By Lemma 2.7

diagram (b) is commutative and (c) is commutative by the naturality of n.

The back face of diagram (1) can be written out as follows:

Hom»(£ ®F®GA, B)

Hom?,(£ ® G(F ® A), EC,

Homgj(A, //((£ ® £)* ® B)) —+ Hom^A, H(E* ® F* ® ß))

(h)

Hom,((GA,£*®£*®ß)

(g)

Hom^F ® A,//(£* ® ß)) -» Hom^A, £* ®//(£* ® ß)).

Diagram (e) is commutative as zy is a natural equivalence of (f) is commuta-
tive by Lemma 2.7. (h) is commutative as G is the left adjoint to H. Finally

the definition of / implies that (g) is commutative. This completes the proof

of Proposition 4.13.

5. Examples of 5-categories and 5-functors

5.0. We now give a few more examples of 5-categories and 5-functors arising
from the representation theory of Lie algebras. For more information on these

various functors the reader is referred to the original articles.

5.1. We keep the notation of Examples 3.3 and 3.8 but specialize to the case

where A is of finite type. Fix sell and set pQ = b © Cx-a where x_a G ga

is nonzero. Let K (resp. Ka) denote the category of finite-dimensional U(b)

(resp. U(pa)) modules. Joseph introduced and investigated functors 3a: K —>

Ka defined as follows. For F G ObK, 3aF is defined to be the largest U(pa)-
finite-dimensional quotient of the induced module U(pa) ®u(b) F. 3af for

/ G Homj¡;(F, F) is defined to be the obvious induced map 3¡aE —> 3aF . Let

5 be the category of finite-dimensional 0-modules. Then 3.1(i) and 3.1 (ii) are

satisfied and both K and Ka are 5-categories. By [Jo3, Lemma 2.5] one has
a natural equivalence iE: TE o3ta -> 21 a o TE for each £ e Ob^". The family

{iE} is then natural in 5 and associative (in fact this follows from 3.9). Hence

31 a is an 5-functor.

-> Hom9I(GA, (£ ® Ff ® B)

(f)

)

(e)

D

Hom?((£ ® GA, E* ® B)

Hom,((G(£®A),£*®ß)

(g)

/
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5.2. In this next example we recall the notion, due to Joseph, of completion
functors on the category <?. In this setting one can view the Enright completion
functors as members of a larger family of completion functors. For a suitable

choice of 5 and 5-category we will see that these completion functors are

actually 5-functors.

First we fix some notation. Let 0 = 0(^4) with A of finite type, and let F(6)

be the lattice of integral weights. In this example fix X G h* dominant and
regular and set A = X + P(6). Let M(X) denote the Verma module of highest

weight X - p (see 2.4 for notation), where p - \ ¿Z,aee+ a > an(* ̂ et L(X) be
its unique irreducible quotient. In addition to being h-semisimple and U(b)-

locally finite we assume in this section that the category tf is defined to have the

added condition that all modules in ¿f are finitely generated as f/(0)-modules.

For M G Obcf set co(M) - {X G b*|Af¿ ¿ 0} where M¿ is the Ath weight space
of M. Let ¿fA denote the full subcategory of <? whose objects are 0-modules

M with œ(M) c A. Set U - U(g)®U(g) and for 0-modules M and N make
Hom(Af, N) into a U-modale by setting l((a ® b)x)m = ac(a(a))(x(a(b)m))

(see 2.6 for notation). Identify U with U(q x g) via x®l + l®x^(x,x)

as usual and let j: g —> 0 x 0 be given by j(x) — (x, a(ac(x))). Set ï = j(g)

so that t is a Lie subalgebra of 0X0. For M, N g Ob¿f, L(M, N) will
denote the space of 6-finite elements of Hom(Af, N). For N e Ob&A set

CatAÍ = L(N, M) ®u{g) M(X). One can then show that the Enright completion
functor, Ca, agrees with the functor CM^Sax) on C[x_a]-free modules in the

category rfA (see [Jo2, §2.12]).
Let now ^ be the category of finite-dimensional 0-modules. Then ¿fA is an

<f-category. Now Joseph defines a completion functors C to be a functor on

(fA such that the following three conditions hold:

(1) C is covariant and left exact.
(2) For each E G Ob W and N, M eObtfA there exists an isomorphism

<Pm e such that the following diagrams are commutative:

(a)

C(F®AT) -!±1+  E®CM

M^N M^N

(b)

C(E®N) -!±±+ E®CN,

C(E®F® M)   9mM'E^ E®C(F® M)

9m,e®f
<Pm, f

for all F G Obi7, and
(c)

E®F®CM

C(E ®E*®M)   Pa/,£®£,> E®E*®CM

e®/* >-»/•(«)

r^rie)

CM.
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(3) For any ad0-submodule E of U(g) with £ ë Obf the following
diagram is commutative:

C(E ® M)

\e®mi-*em

<Pm ,e CM

'e®my->em

E®CM

Joseph goes on to prove that for any N G Obc?A, Cm is a completion functor

and that all completion functors are of this form (see [Jo2, Proposition 4.4]). By

(2) {(pE\E G Ob^} is associative and distributive. Hence Cn is an 5-functor
for all N G Ob^A • Conversely, for the category <fA and 5 = %, any covariant

left exact 5-functor satisfying 2(c) and 3 must be a completion functor Cat for
some module N G Ob¿f.

5.3. The last example we cover is the Zuckerman functor. Let h c É c g be

subalgebras of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra 0 over a field k of characteristic
zero. For the remainder of this section assume h is reductive and reductive

in ê and g. If 5 c t are Lie algebras over k let £(t, s) denote the full
subcategory of Mt whose objects are (/(s)-locally finite and semisimple as s-
modules. For X an object of <£(t, h) let T(X) be the maximal [/(t)-locally

finite É-semisimple 6-submodule of X and if /: X -* Y for objects X, Y

in £(l, h), let T(f) = f\r{x) G Homt(r(X), Y(Y)). Then one has a functor
r: £({, h) -► £(e, t) given byln T(X) and f ^ T(f) for X an object
of £(t, b,) and / a morphism in <L(t, h). T is by definition the Zuckerman
t-finite functor. If one takes 5 = <£(*, *) it is easy to check that <t(t, b,) and

<t(t, t) are 5-categories and that F is an 5-functor (see [EW, Lemmas 3.3 and
3.4] and [ES, Proposition 5.2]). Now we take a = 6, 0 = €(g, fj), 21 = <t(t, h),
and 53 = <t(t, t). Let rese: Mg —* Mt denote the forgetful functor so that

Sj = res^1 £(t, t) = <t(g, t). One can check that the hypotheses of the Lifting

Theorem are satisfied so that we have a functor T: <t(g, h) =-> €(g, t) such
that the following diagram is commutative:

<£(8,h) —*-> C(8,t)

rest rest

c(t,h) —L-» c(i,e)

One can also check in this case that the hypotheses of 4.12 holds so that
the right derived functors of T are 5-functors by Lemma 4.12 and for A
a 0-module, Tj(A) has a 0-module structure for j > 0. For work on the

Zuckerman functors see [EW, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4; ES, Proposition 5.2; and

Wa, Chapter 6].

Remark. The connection between 5-functors and localization contains some

interesting results which will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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